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Louise Clappe’s 
Own Copy of 
The Pioneer 

In addition to editing The Shirley Letters 

(Heyday, 1999, 2001) and continuing to 

uncover the life of Louise Clappe, Ms. Smith-

Baranzini is the author, co-author, or editor 

of several books and reviews on California, 

American, and western women’s history.

Acquired�by�the�Library
By Marlene Smith-Baranzini

Editor’s NotE. 

When the State Library acquired this remarkable set of The Pioneer, I immediately thought of Marlene Smith-Baranzini to write this 

article. She graciously accepted my invitation. Marlene is the editor of the The Shirley Letters from the California Mines, 1851–1852 published 

by the Heyday Press (1998–2001). It includes a superb introduction by her. For many years she was associate editor of California History, 

the quarterly magazine of the California Historical Society. In addition, she has written several children’s books with an historical theme 

and a guidebook on horse racing in California. She is currently working on a biography of Louise Clappe. 

This complete set of The Pioneer came from the distinguished collection of James S. Copley, the publisher of the San Diego Union Tri-

bune. Copley had built an impressive private library of Americana in La Jolla. The collection was sent to Sotheby’s for auction in 2010.

he State Library has acquired a sig-

nificant addition to its collection 

of early American Californiana: 

Louise Clappe’s own copy of The Pioneer, 

California’s first monthly magazine. This 

little periodical, founded by the talented 

and ambitious young journalists W. H. 

Brooks and Ferdinand Ewer, debuted in 

San Francisco in 1854. Envisioned as the 

Pacific Coast’s cousin to New York’s Knick-

erbocker Magazine, The Pioneer was a liter-

ary journal promoting California voices. It 

published fiction, poetry, and travel writing, 

along with political and social commentary, 

news, notices of ship arrivals, and more, 

offering a regional portrait that eclipsed 

the state’s rough-and-tumble gold scram-

bling days and reflected an environment 

that embraced familiar American sensibili-

ties as well as emerging trends and ideas. 

It regularly included sketches of faraway 

places, essays on the natural sciences, a 

sort of social calendar, and much poetry. 

For all this, The Pioneer can be enjoyed — 

or studied — as a collection of writing that 

captures the interests and energies of a city 

and a region establishing their roots at mid-

nineteenth century. 

But the element that makes The Pio-

neer especially sought after today, its one 

regular feature, is its series “California, in 

1851: A Trip into the Mines.” This series 

of twenty-three “letters” (or perhaps they 

were essays written in the epistolary style 

of the period), composed at Indian Bar 

during 1851 and 1852 and published in 

The Pioneer, was the literary masterwork 

of Amherst-born Louise Clappe, who 

signed them “Shirley.” “Letter First” was 

dated September 13, 1851. “Letter Twenty-

Third,” dated November 21, 1852, coin-

The complete four-volume set of The Pioneer,  
California’s first monthly magazine. 
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plete set of the magazine, gathered into a 

four-volume bound edition, is a rarity. The 

State Library’s acquisition is, unarguably, 

the rarest of the rare. The volumes it now 

holds are the set originally owned by the 

letters’ own author, Louise Clappe. Because 

they are from Clappe’s own collection, this 

treasured addition to the Library’s Louise 

Clappe Manuscript Collection carries an 

unrivalled provenance. The four volumes 

were inscribed and given, as each was fin-

ished, as a gift from her editor and lifelong 

friend Ferdinand Ewer. Three of the four 

volumes — one, two, and four — are uni-

formly bound in calfskin and cloth, with 

gilt spines. Volume three, bound at a later 

time, is of a similar style. Two of the vol-

umes have “Mrs. Louisa Clapp” stamped in 

gilt on the cover (as she also did for bound 

volumes of her later lectures). The inscrip-

tion in volume one reads: “[To] Mrs. Louise 

A. K. S. Clapp, with the Kind Regards of W. 

H. Brooks & F. C. Ewer.” Volume two: “Mrs. 

Louise Clapp; from her sincere friend, F. C. 

Ewer/ Christmas Eve, 1854.” Volume three 

is not inscribed; volume four reads, “Mrs. 

Louise Clapp/from her sincere friend/F. C. 

Ewer/New Years Day 185[6]”

A useful review of early California publi-

cations, including The Pioneer, appeared in 

1888 by Charles H. Shinn, then the busi-

ness manager of the Overland Monthly — 

cided with the final issue of The Pioneer, 

which was issued in December 1855.

Authentic, far-reaching, compassionate, 

insightful, and spontaneously witty, the 

“Shirley Letters,” as they are now famil-

iarly called, portray daily life in a mining 

camp in 1851 and 1852, during the six-

teen months that Louise and her husband 

lived, in the main, in their crude log cabin 

at Indian Bar, on California’s northern, 

wild, and remote Feather River. 

Because The Pioneer was the original 

publisher of the “Shirley Letters,” this 

little periodical’s legacy as California’s 

earliest literary magazine is unspeakably 

greater than the sum of its parts. A com-

(Left) Bookplate of noted collector James S. Copley, 
publisher of the San Diego Union-Tribune and 
previous owner of The Pioneer. 

The presentation inscription on Volume I 
of The Pioneer reads: “[To] Mrs. Louise A. 
K. S. Clapp, with the Kind Regards of  
W. H. Brooks & F. C. Ewer.”

The inscription on Volume II reads: “Mrs. Louise 
Clapp; from her sincere friend, F. C. Ewer/ 
Christmas Eve, 1854.”
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The�Clappe�Manuscript�Collection�of�
the�Library’s�California�History�Section,�
a�gift�of�Carl�i	�Wheat,�September�1933,�
consists�of�three�boxes:�letters�written�
between�1834�and�1850;�Clappe’s�art�and�
architecture�lectures,�written�circa�1875;�
and�photographs	�A�two-page�finding�
aid�summarizes�the�collection,�and�
includes�a�short�biography	�it�names�her�
28�correspondents�and�describes�how�the�
contents�of�the�three�boxes�are�organized	�

box�151�contains�the�letters,�arranged�
in�chronological�order	�These�are�
correspondence�to�Clappe,�written�between�
her�girlhood�years�and�her�marriage�
(1848),�including�one�letter�from�a�male�
friend�addressed�to�Louise’s�younger�
sister,�isabella,�in�care�of�the�“Ship�
Manilla,”�which�carried�the�newlywed�
Clapps�and�three�other�family�members�
to�San�Francisco,�docking�in�January�1850	�
Correspondence�is�from�the�esteemed�

diplomatic�and�political�figure�Alexander�
Hill�everett,�as�well�as�from�Clappe’s�legal�
guardian,�her�at-home�younger�siblings,�an�
uncle,�a�cousin,�former�school�mates,�and�
others	�behind�each�letter�stands�a�larger�
untold�story,�of�course,�but�collectively�
each�helps�construct�the�framework—with�
many�details—of�Clappe’s�life�in�Amherst,�
Massachusetts,�at�boarding�schools,�and�
on�outings�with�friends	

box�152�reveals�a�little-known�side�of�the�
“Shirley�Letters”�author,�her�lifelong�pursuit�
and�sharing�of�cultural�subjects	�Here�
are�found�several�of�her�own�notebooks�
containing�lectures�on�art,�artists,�and�
schools�of�architecture,�from�which�she�
drew�for�“public�talks”�given�in�New�York�
City�after�she�retired�from�teaching�in�the�
San�Francisco�public�schools�in�1878	�

box�153�contains�a�rich�collection�of�
photographs,�like�the�letters�and�notebooks,�
carefully�preserved�throughout�her�long�life�

and�suggesting�a�woman�who�treasured�her�
relationships	�Few�are�identified,�though�
it�is�fair�to�assume�many�are�of�her�family�
members,�students,�and�San�Francisco�
friends	�One�is�identified�as�“Mr	�Clapp	”�
Some�photographs�from�the�collection�were�
long�ago�removed�to�other�files,�particularly�
to�those�of�prominent�San�Francisco�
photographers	�Again,�however,�rarely�is�
the�subject�identified	�This�is�true�of�Louise�
Clappe�herself,�yet�hope�remains�that�one�
day�her�portrait�will�surface	

Louise�Clappe�penned�a�remarkable�
chronicle�of�the�California�Gold�rush�and�
lived�an�engaged�life,�making�the�collection�
a�rich�resource�for�students�and�scholars�
in�many�disciplines	�And�for�the�bibliophile�
and�generalist�who�simply�takes�pleasure�
in�their�associations�with�historical�eras�
and�their�authentic�objects,�time�spent�
perusing�the�Clappe�Collection�offers�
exactly�that�satisfaction	�

The Louise A. K. S. Clapp[e] Collection 

Reproduced here are pages from 
Clappe’s closely written lecture notes. 
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another treasury of California literature 

— where his piece “Early Books, Maga-

zines, and Book-Making” appeared in Octo-

ber of that year. Shinn described The Pioneer 

as “the best and first,” noting that the sixty-

page periodical included no illustrations, 

but “printed a good deal of Pacific Coast 

history and description that is worth read-

ing, even now.” Recalling the city’s sweep 

of fires that destroyed so many early San 

Francisco books and other paper records, 

he concluded that “as it happens, only four 

or five sets of the pioneer magazine are 

in existence.” Even if his calculation were 

short by a dozen, it wouldn’t elevate The 

Pioneer to a “plentiful” status today.

During its fleeting run, The Pioneer’s 

writers included many young men who 

moved on to other important roles, and 

whose names still reverberate among Bul-

letin subscribers and reporters: Ewer him-

self, John Hittell, Stephen Massett, John 

Phoenix, Edward Pollock, Frank Soulé, 

John Swett, and others. But this was no 

exclusive male press club. Women too con-

tributed fiction, travel pieces, commentar-

ies, and poetry. They included Mrs. S. A. 

Downer, a “Mrs. Moodie,” and more. Mrs. 

E. Parker Walton signed herself “Fran-

cesca.” Others, of both genders, signed 

cryptically, offering only their initials. 

Charles Shinn recalled “a lady…who 

wrote over the signature of ‘Shirley,’” and 

who “contributed excellent descriptive 

articles on ‘California in 1851.’” Although 

the twenty-three letters carried her nom 

de plume, Clappe used the formal “Mrs. 

Louisa Clapp,” in the byline of her essay 

“Superstition,” published in The Pioneer 

in December 1855. Another series of her 

original essays and poetry, published in The 

Marysville Herald in 1851, was signed “Shir-

ley.” Regarding the perpetual questions of 

whether her name should appear as “Lou-

isa” (her legal Christian name) or “Louise” 

(which she also used), and “Clapp” with or 

without the final “e,” it is only known that 

she adopted the spelling “Clappe” some-

time after she began teaching in the public 

“Gold mining is Nature’s  

great lottery scheme. A man 

may work in a claim for many 

months, and be poorer at the 

end of the time than when he 

commenced; or he may ‘take 

out’ thousands in a few hours.  

It is a mere matter of chance.”

—�from�Letter�Fifteenth�of�the��

“Shirley�Letters,”�April�10,�1852

Louise Clappe’s name 
was gold-stamped on the 
front covers of two of the 
volumes of The Pioneer. 

schools in 1854, and perhaps to distance 

her name from that of Dr. Fayette Clapp, 

her husband of nine years, from whom she 

was quietly divorced in 1857.

Timing can be everything. After leaving 

her Feather River cabin in the late winter 

of 1852, presumably with the gold rush 

letters carefully packed, Louise Clappe 

returned to San Francisco. Not long after-

ward, W. H. Brooks and Ferdinand Ewer 

were selecting content for the premier 

issue of their magazine. Credit belongs to 

the perceptive Ewer for recognizing both 

the entertaining and historic value of Lou-

ise Clappe’s modest masterpiece, even if 

he perhaps must be forgiven for claiming 

they were “not intended for publication.” 

Ewer’s farewell remarks in the The Pio-

neer’s final issue clearly resonate in this 

digital age, underscoring why the printed 

word will always retain its value, and why 

a bound set of volumes such as this one, 

printed nearly 160 years ago, remains vir-

tually priceless. The letters, he concluded, 

“describe life in the mines in 1852, which, 

without some such record, would ere long 

be forgotten.”

When catalogued, the complete set of 

The Pioneer; or, California Monthly Maga-

zine will be available for research in the 

Library’s California History Room. 




